The applicability of MPEG video coding can be improved by scaling both the algorithmic complexity and resource usage appropriately for the intended device and application. For this purpose, we present a new technique for motion estimation, based on a scalable three-stage process including frame processing in display order, approximation of motion vector fields using multiple references and optional quality refinements. Experiments show that the computational effort is scalable with a factor of 14, resulting in a global variation of 7 dB SNR in picture quality. At full processing, our technique slightly outperforms a 32 x 32 full search motion estimation. The technique forms a valuable contribution to mobile MPEG coding applications. following the scalability concepts introduced in [I].
INTRODUCTION
Internet-based applications (e.g. video conferences), portable television applications, and mobile consumer terminals impose variable video quality requirements on the system architecture. These requirements can be exploited for reduction of the algorithmic complexity of applications such as MPEG coding, while accepting a certain quality loss under circumstances as indicated below. Firstly, a part of the available general-purpose computation power of a TV can be saved to perform other tasks in parallel. Secondly, when using small displays in e.g. mobile devices, the observer cannot perceive fine details that are contained in the complete video signal. However, the corresponding applications still perform a full and thus costly processing of the signal.
It is our objective to design a scalable MPEG encoding system that features scalable video quality and a corresponding scalable resource usage (21. Such a system enables advanced video encoding applications on a plurality of lowcost or mobile consumer terminals having limited resources (available memory. bandwidth, computing power, stand-by time. etc.) compared to high-end computer and TV systems.
An expensive part and comer stone in the signal processing complexity of an MPEG encoder is motion estimation (ME). The search of motion vectors requires signifi-0-7803-7622-6/02/$17.00 02002 IEEE I -701 cant computation power, because large temporal distances between reference frames lead to large search ares. Furthermore, video frames in a group-of-pictures (GOP) are processed in a reordered way, e.g. "IPBB" (transmit order) in place of "IBBP" (display order), which forecloses the reuse of intermediate results for better motion prediction. Instead. we perform an initial motion estimation with the video frames at the entrance of the encoder (thus in display order) and found considerable savings in computation and advantages for scalibility. The initial estimation is exploited to efficiently derive the desired motion vector fields needed for the final MPEG encoding process. Furthermore, the quality of full-search motion estimation can he obtained with an optional refinement stage. Figure 1 shows the principle architecture of the aforementioned tasks.
The paper is organised as follows. The problem statement is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents a new three-stage method to perform the ME with considerable savings in computing power and memory bandwidth for resource-constrained applications. Section 4 shows experimental results and Section 5 concludes the paper.
Notations
For the ease of discussion, we form subgroups of pictures (SGOP) that have the form ( I / P ) 
PROBLEM STATEMENT
A large number of ME algorithms has been proposed for reducing the computation complexity of a full search. The algorithms make a trade-off between the complexity and quality of the computed vector fields. When compared to full search, popular algorithms like New Three
Step Search 131 and Center-Biased Diamond Search 141 provide a good quality of motion vector fields at low cost. However, the accuracy of the motion vectors is limited for fast motion in the video sequence. A further reduction of the computation complexity is achieved by using recursive motion estimation (RME, already discussed in 151 [6]) that derives candidate motion vectors from previously computed motion vectors in both the current motion vector field (so-called "spatial" candidates) or the previous motion vector field (so-called "temporal"
candidates). Up to now, the usage of the RME algorithms has been limited to a GOP structure with k e d M . and only (I -t P) vector fields fh are used once for the computation of the next SGOP fields fh" without modification.
The problem of the aforementioned algorithms for ME in MPEG is that a larger value of M increases the prediction depth, which implies a larger frame distance between reference frames, thereby making it difficult to accurately estimate the motion. To overcome this problem, we introduce a new three-stage ME, featuring display-order frame processing and a concept called multi-remporal ME in the next Section. These new techniques give more flexibility for a scalable MPEG encoding process.
THREE-STAGE DISPLAY-ORDER MULTI-TEMPOWL MOTION ESTIMATION
Temporal candiate motion vectors used in RME give good predictions of the current motion in a video sequence. For this reason we will use RME based on block matchingwithin OUT new architecture for ME, and it will be applied for the computation of all vector fields.
It is obvious that the prediction quality improves with a smaller temporal distance D. The parameter D denotes the difference between the frame numbers of the considered frames. The conventional computation of vector fields is going from I-to P-and then the B-frames in between. The first corresponding vector fields from I to P has a tempo- Figure   3 shows that Copt results in up to 5.5 dB higher signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) for the reconstructed frames in case of motion than using CMPEG with the same RME. Note that when compared to a 32 x 32 full search, the average SNR of the reconstructed frames using Copt is 0.1 dB lower for B-frames and 1.46 dB higher for P-frames.
This preliminary experiment leads to the desire to reduce the temporal distance to the minimum ID1 = 1, given the advantage of obtaining accurate ME and a low computation cost due to the minimum temporal distance. However, this cannot directly be implemented because the MPEG GOP structure has M > 1 and thus some of the required vector fields have D > 1. For this reason, we split up the ME into stages. The first stage aims at deriving prediction of vector fields and for maximum performance combined with simplicity. we use RME with only ID1 = 1. In a second stage. these predicted vector fields are used to calculate the required vector fields according to the MPEG standard. In a further stage, the vector fields can he refined hy an additional -although simple -ME. This new concept in our system results in a three-stage process as follows. Stage 1. Prior to defining the GOP structure. we perform a simple RME for every frame X, and compute the forward motion-vector field (Xn-l + X,) and then the backward field (Xn-l t X,,). Sfage 2. After defining a GOP structure. all vector fields F E { f, b ) required for MPEG encoding are approximated using a new concept called multi-femporalME, which is introduced below (a variant of this with the same name is used in H.26L coding). The approximation of the fields F is performed by appropriately accessing multiple available vector fields FA and FE and combine them using the linear relation
where the scaling factors a and p depend on the processed fields to obtain the correct temporal distance needed for F. For example. f: = f: + (E1 + 8 2 ) (see Figure 2) , thus having a = B = 1. Note that a and p become different if the frame distances change or when complexity scaling is applied (see below). The term multi-temporal refers to two aspects.
Firstly, the computation of Equation (2) means that one vector field is combined from two other vector fields. Secondly, the total prediction of a vector field can be based on various vector fields such that several temporal references are used. The second aspect can be used for high-quality applications to approach different motions like real velocity, zoom. etc.
Stage 3. For final MPEG ME in the encoder, the computed approximated vector fields from the previous stage are used as an input. Beforehand. an optional refinement of the approximations can be performed with a second iteration of RME.
Architecture
The aforementioned three stages can be found back in Figure 1 . In this Figure, it can be seen that the three stages are interconnected via a memory for motion vectors. Therefore, each stage can take advantage from the avaibility of several motion vector fields that are computed by all stages. This advantage can be used to enhance vector field predictions. Furthermore it can be used to reduce the computational effort of the motion estimation processes in Stage 1 and 3.
Note that the amount of memory needed for the new architecture is the same as used for a standard encoder. except for the memory needed for motion vectors. The additional memory (2 bytes per vector) is negligible, compared to the memory consumption of a video frame (256 bytes per macrohlock for luminance only). The principal advantage of the presented flexible framework is that it provides an excellent starting position for quality and computation scaling in the MPEG encoding process, as illustrated below.
Stage 1 can omit the computation of vector fields (e.g. the backward vector fields) or compute only significant parts of a vector field to reduce the computational effort and memory. The effort for computing a vector field can be reduced in all stages if a constant motion velocity is measured in the current video stream. The set of motion vectors that are refined in Stage 3 can be limited to significant parts of a vector field to save computations and memory accesses. If this refinement is omitted completely, the new technique can take advantage of further reduced computational effort, because the processing of the vector fields in Stage 1 and 2 is much simpler than ME itself when applied to frames with a large temporal distance.
An alternative aspect of the architecture is that the three stages are nearly fully decoupled from the actual coding process, thereby giving high flexibility for parallelisation. Furthermore. the achitecure provides original frames without quantisation errors to Stage 1 (this performs the initial RME process on succeeding frames). For these reasons, the RME results in accurate motion vector fields.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The flexible scalable motion-estimation technique we introduced in Section 3 gives a good opportunity for quality and computational scaling. The results of a proof-of-concept Note that since it is not needed to define a GOP structure prior to the fin1 stage of the new ME method, the GOP structures can be dynamically adapted based on e.g. an analysis of the computed vector fields. Furthermore, such an analysis can be used to decide whether to skip the computation of specific fields, e.g. if no motion was detected in the previous frames. This reduces also the memory bandwidth usage, because frames are not accessed in this case.
Furthermore note that a state-of-the-art ME algorithm itself can be improved using multi-temporal vector field predictions. This implies that a higher number of predictions are generated for the computation of one vector field.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new scalable technique for ME in MPEG encoding. The scalability can be exploited to reduce the computational effort over a large range, making our system feasible for low-cost mobile MPEG systems. The ME technique has been split into a precomputation stage and an approximation stage. Optionally. a refinement stage can be added to come to the quality of a conventional MPEG encoder (or even outperform it). In the precomputation stage.
we used a simple recursive block matcher to find rather good motion estimates because the frames are processed in time-consecutive order. In the approximation stage, vector fields are scaled and added or subtracted (thus having multitemporal references), which is less complex than performing advanced vector searches. The computation of e.g. the backward ME can be omitted to save computational effort and memory bandwidth usage.
Our proposal allows scaling of the computational effort by a factor of 14, resulting in a global variation of 7 dB SNR in picture quality. Furthermore. our system slightly outperforms a 32 x 32 full-search ME in quality, albeit at a much lower computational effort. Future work will include investigations for obtaining optimal dynamic GOP structures based on the precomputation stage of our new method and explore the effect of scalable DCT [I] and ME in a completely scalable MPEG encoding system.
